Docket No. DE 21-138 Exhibit 3

Liberty Utilities (Granite State Electric) Corp. d/b/a Liberty
DE 21-138
Calendar Year 2022 Vegetation Management Program (VMP) Plan
Department of Energy Data Requests - Set 1
Date Request Received: 3/28/22
Request No. DOE 1-6

Date of Response: 4/11/22
Respondent: Heather Green

REQUEST:
Reference joint testimony of Steele, Green, Tebbetts at Bates 17. Please provide the Request for
Proposals (RFP) and date submitted to the contractors Asplundh and Davey Tree. Please provide
copies of the awarded contracts, date effective, length of contract term, and pricing.
RESPONSE:
See Attachment DOE 1-6.1.docx for the Request for Proposals (RFP), which was submitted to
the contractors on July 7, 2019.
See Confidential Attachment DOE 1-6.2 for the Asplundh contract, which contains the effective
date (March 15, 2021), its length (four years), and pricing terms.
See Confidential Attachment DOE 1-6.3 for the Davey Tree contract, which contains its
effective date (July 1, 2021), its length (no fixed term), and the pricing terms.
Confidential Attachment DOE 1-6.2 and Confidential Attachment DOE 1-6.3 contain third-party
pricing information that is “confidential, commercial, or financial information” protected from
disclosure by RSA 91-A:5, IV. Therefore, pursuant to Puc 203.08(d), the Company has a good
faith basis to seek confidential treatment of this information and will submit a motion confirming
confidential treatment prior to the final hearing in this docket
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MASTER SERVICE AGREEMENT
This Agreement (“Agreement”), effective July 01, 2021, by and between Liberty Utilities
(Granite State Electric) Corp., a New Hampshire corporation, (“Company”) having its principal
offices at 15 Buttrick Road, Londonderry, NH 03053, and The Davey Tree Expert Company,
an Ohio corporation, (“Contractor”) having offices at 1500 North Mantua Street, Kent, Ohio
44240. Company and Contractor may be referred to individually as a “Party” or collectively as
“Parties” below.
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual terms, conditions and covenants
hereinafter set forth, the Parties covenant and agree as follows:
1.
Master Agreement. This Agreement sets forth the terms and conditions that apply
to all requests for services (the “Services”) which Company will purchase from Contractor and all
orders for goods (the “Goods”) which Company may place with Contractor from time to time
during the term of this Agreement. Any Services or Goods provided pursuant to this Agreement
shall be specifically defined in separate purchase orders (the “Purchase Order”), substantially in
the form attached hereto as Exhibit A. In the event Contractor supplies Goods in conjunction with
any Purchase Order or otherwise, the terms and conditions of Exhibit C to this Agreement will
apply to such purchase in addition to the terms and conditions contained herein. If only Services
are supplied under this Agreement, Exhibit C will be of no effect. Company and Contractor may
enter into separate statements of work (each, a “Statement of Work” and periodically referred to
herein as “Work”), substantially in the form attached hereto as Exhibit B, generally describing
certain Services and Goods to be provided by Contractor under this Agreement. Statements of
Work may include, but will not be limited to, pricing, schedule, specifications and Goods in
accordance with a particular Statement of Work. Company may issue a Purchase Order
referencing the appropriate Statement of Work, and such Purchase Order will describe the specific
Services and Goods that the Parties mutually agree Contractor will provide to Company.
2.
Standard of Performance. Contractor shall perform the Work in a good and
workmanlike manner and in conformity with any and all applicable and customary industry
standards and with Company’s specifications. Contractor represents that it is competent and
qualified by experience to perform the Work in accordance with the standards and specifications
described herein. Any Work not conforming to the standards or specifications shall be reperformed or corrected by Contractor as soon as possible at Contractor’s sole cost, or, at
Company’s election, Company may terminate this Agreement in accordance with Paragraph 16
below. Contractor shall be solely and exclusively responsible for the methods and means of
performing the Work under this Agreement. Contractor shall be liable and responsible for any and
all acts and omissions performed by any consultants, contractors and/or subcontractors retained by
Contractor to perform any portion of the Work.
3.
Term. This Agreement shall remain in effective until terminated pursuant to
Paragraph 16 hereof.
4.
Contract Documents. The following documents, including all attached schedules,
appendices, exhibits or other attachments thereto, are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth
herein, and are hereinafter referred to collectively and individually as the "Contract Documents"
or the "Agreement", the order of precedence shall be as follows:
4.1

Change Order. At any time and for any reason either Party may submit
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proposed changes or additions to or deletions from the Work covered by any Purchase Order, but
no such changes, additions, or deletions shall become effective or paid for by the Company unless
authorized by the Company in advance in writing pursuant to a change order (each a “Change
Order”) executed by Company and Contractor. Neither this Agreement nor any Purchase Order
may be altered, changed or amended, except by Change Order or another instrument in writing,
executed by the Company and Contractor
4.2
Purchase Order. Each Purchase Order, Statement of Work, or Project
Agreement, will include or reference a complete and full description of the Services to be
performed, documentation of other materials to be produced, the schedule for completion of each
of the foregoing, the applicable charges, and such additional information as the Parties shall agree
upon (collectively, the “Deliverables”).
4.3
Contractor Rate Sheets. Contractor rate sheets may be updated annually,
and not more frequent. Contractor shall submit to Company for review on or around November
30 of the year prior to going into effect. The rates shall only be binding upon approval from
Contractor and Company.
4.4

Agreement. This Master Service Agreement.

5.
Price and Payment. Payment to Contractor shall be based on Time and Expense,
Not-To-Exceed value, or other mutually agreed upon pricing arrangement set forth in the
applicable Purchase Order. With respect to Purchase Orders issued on lump-sum basis, the lump
sum payments shall be the only payment Contractor shall receive for the performance of the Work.
With respect to Purchase Orders including a not-to-exceed value, then Contractor shall use best
efforts to complete the Work for less than the not-to-exceed value; provided further, Company
shall not be responsible for any cost in excess of the not-to-exceed value, unless authorized by
Company in writing by a Change Order. With respect to Purchase Orders issued on a costreimbursement basis, Contractor will use commercially reasonable efforts to perform such Work
in the most efficient manner possible in compliance with the specifications in the applicable
Purchase Order, the terms hereof, and the not-to-exceed amount, if any, stated in such Purchase
Order. In no event shall charges exceed Contractor’s applicable agreed upon rates. The cost of
the work shall be calculated in accordance with Paragraph 6.
Unless another payment schedule is specified in the Statement of Work or on the Purchase
Order, Contractor shall submit all invoices to Company within ten (10) days of completion of all
Work hereunder. Company shall pay the undisputed amount of the invoice within sixty (60) days
of receipt of the invoice and completion of the Work to Company's reasonable satisfaction.
Company shall not be responsible for payment of any invoice or portion of any invoice that
Company in good faith disputes, until such time as the dispute is resolved. All invoices must
reference the Purchase Order, project, or appropriate Company contact person.
6.
Cost of the Work. The Cost of the Work means the sum of all costs necessarily
incurred and paid by Contractor in the proper performance of the Work. All Costs of the Work
shall be supported by reasonable documentation demonstrating the actual costs incurred and the
necessity of incurring such cost. Except as otherwise may be agreed to in writing by Company,
such costs shall be in amounts no higher than those prevailing in the locality of the Project, shall
include only the following items and shall not include any of the costs itemized within Paragraph
6.2 below.
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6.1

Time, Equipment and Materials Costs.

The Cost of the Work may

include:
a.
Costs for employees in the direct employ of Contractor in the
performance of the Work under the schedules of job classifications agreed upon by
Company and Contractor shall be the rates included in this Agreement as – Rates for Time
and Material Work, or as otherwise agreed within the Purchase Order.
b.
Cost of all equipment and materials furnished and incorporated in
the Work including costs of transportation and storage and suppliers’ field services
required in connection therewith.
c.
Payments made by Contractor to subcontractors for Work
performed by subcontractors. If required by Company and the subcontract value is greater
$50,000. If a subcontract provides that the subcontractor is to be paid on the basis of Cost
of the Work plus a fee, the subcontractor’s Cost of the Work shall be determined in the
same manner as Contractor’s Cost of the Work. All subcontracts shall be subject to the
other provisions of the Contract Documents as applicable.
d.
Payments made by Contractor to engineers and/or special
consultants not employees of Contractor for professional design services (including, but
not limited to, engineers, architects, testing laboratories, surveyors, attorneys, and
accountants) retained for services specifically related to the Work.
e.

Supplemental costs for Change Order Work may include the

following:
1.
The proportion of necessary and incremental transportation,
travel and subsistence expenses of Contractor’s employees incurred in discharge of
duties to the extent connected with the Change Order Work.
2.
Costs, including transportation and maintenance, of all
materials, supplies, equipment, machinery, temporary facilities at the Project Site,
and hand tools not owned by the workers specifically necessary or consumed in the
performance of the Change Order Work.
3.
Rentals of all construction equipment and machinery and the
parts thereof whether rented from Contractor or others according to rental
agreements approved by Company and the costs of transportation, loading,
unloading, installation, dismantling, and removal thereof – all according to terms
of said rental agreements. The rental of such equipment, machinery or parts shall
cease when the use thereof is no longer necessary for the Change Order Work.
4.
Sales, consumer, use, or similar taxes related to the Work
and for which Contractor is liable, imposed by laws and regulations.
5.
Cost of incremental premiums for additional bonds and/or
insurance required because of the Change Order Work.
6.2 Exclusions from Cost of the Work. The Cost of the Work shall not include
any of the following:
a.
Payroll costs and other compensation of Contractor’s officers,
executives, principals, general managers, attorneys, auditors, accountants, timekeepers,
and clerks whether at the Project Site or in Contractor’s principal or branch office for
Page 3 of 20
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general administration of the Work and not specifically included in the agreed-upon
schedule of job classifications referred to in Paragraph 6.1a or specifically covered by
Paragraph 6.1.d, all of which are to be considered administrative costs covered by the
Contractor’s fee.
b.
Expenses of Contractor’s principal and branch offices other than
Contractor’s office at the Project Site.
c.
Any part of Contractor’s capital expenses, including interest on
Contractor’s capital employed for the Work and charges against Contractor for delinquent
payments.
d.
Cost of premiums for all bonds and for all insurance whether or not
Contractor is required by the Contract Documents to purchase and maintain the same
(except for the cost of premiums covered by Paragraph 6.1.e.5).
e.
Costs due to the negligence of the Contractor, any subcontractor, or
anyone directly or indirectly employed by any of them or for whose acts any of them may
be liable, including, but not limited to, the correction of defective Work, disposal of
materials or equipment wrongly supplied and making good any damage to the property.
f.
Other overhead, office supplies, computer and technology fees, or
general expense costs of any kind and the costs of any item not specifically and expressly
included in Paragraph 6.1.
6.3
Contractor’s Fee. The Contractor’s Fee allowed to Contractor for
overhead and profit shall be determined as follows:
a.
A mutually agreed fee or, in the event the Parties cannot agree upon
a fee, Contractor’s fee for overhead and profit on Change Orders priced by Paragraph 7
(whether additive or deductive) shall be ten percent (10%) of the Cost of the Change Order
Work.
b.
When both additions and credits are involved in any one change, the
adjustment in Contractor’s Fee shall be computed on the basis of the net change.
c.
In no case shall the Contractor’s Fee be applied to the Contractor’s
Fee of a subcontractor, the fee shall only be applied to the direct costs incurred.
d.
Sales, consumer, use, or similar taxes related to the Work and for
which Contractor is liable shall not be included in the Cost of the Work subject to a
Contractor’s Fee.
6.4
Lump Sum Contract Price. The total amount agreed upon to be paid by
Company for the full and faithful performance of all Work as defined within the Statement of
Work, subject to additions and deductions by contract price adjustments as provided in Article 7.
7.
Change Orders. A change in price or schedule for a Purchase Order or Work
Order may only be changed by a written change order or a written amendment (“Change Order”).
Any claim for an increase or decrease in the Price or schedule shall be based on written notice
delivered by the Party making the claim to the other Party promptly (but in no event later than ten
(10) days) after the claiming Party’s knowledge of the occurrence of the event giving rise to the
claim and stating the general nature of the claim.
7.1
The written notice shall include the amount of the claim with supporting
data within the time specified above, unless an additional period of time to ascertain more accurate
Page 4 of 20
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data in support of the claim is necessary given the circumstances, and shall be accompanied by
claimant’s written statement that the amount claimed covers all known amounts (direct, indirect
and consequential) to which the claimant is entitled as a result of the occurrence of said event. If
the Parties cannot reach agreement on the claim, claims for adjustment shall be determined
according to the dispute resolution procedures as specified within this Agreement. No claim for
any Change Order or price adjustment will be valid if not first submitted according to this Article.
7.2
The value of any Work covered by a Change Order or of any claim for a
price adjustment shall be determined in one of the following ways:
a.

By unit prices included in the Purchase Order or Statement of Work.

b.
By mutual acceptance of a lump sum or unit price. This shall apply
in cases where unit prices do not exist for the work included.
c.
In the case the Parties cannot agree on the claim under a lump sum,
on the basis of the Cost of the Work plus a Contractor’s Fee for overhead and profit
(determined as provided in Paragraph 6).
8.
Sales and Use Taxes. Contractor shall, where applicable, separately list on its
invoices all valid sales taxes on services provided hereunder. Prior to starting the Work and/or
procurement of goods and services, Contractor shall obtain the necessary permits and licenses to
remit sales, use, gross receipts and like taxes to the applicable taxing authority.
9.
Independent Contractor. In performing the Work under this Agreement,
Contractor is an independent contractor. This Agreement does not in any way create an
employer/employee relationship between Company and Contractor. Contractor shall act at its own
risk and expense in its fulfillment of the terms and obligations of this Agreement and agrees to
employ and direct any persons performing any Work hereunder.
10.
Company Ownership of Work Product. All Work product conceived, created,
developed, made or acquired by Contractor, either individually or jointly with others that is
deliverable within the Scope of Work shall be Company’s sole and exclusive property.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, Company has no rights in or to any pre-existing intellectual
property (“IP”) and/or any embedded IP in the deliverables and/or derivative IP separate and apart
from the deliverables or for any use in any product not reasonably contemplated as an intended
result of the Services or application of the deliverables.
11.
Insurance. For the entire period of this Agreement, Contractor shall at all times
maintain its certificate as a Company approved contractor in ISNetworld.{OR} Contractor shall
maintain in effect at all times during performance of services as described in this Agreement,
insurance coverage, requirements and limits set forth in Exhibit D attached to this Agreement.
Such insurance coverage shall be provided by carrier(s) satisfactory to Company.
12.
Indemnity. Contractor and its successors, assigns and guarantors, shall defend,
indemnify and hold harmless Company and Company’s agents, representatives, officers, directors,
parents, subsidiaries, and affiliatesfrom and against any and all liabilities, claims, direct damages,
direct losses, costs, expenses (including but not limited to, reasonable attorney’s fees, court costs
and appellate proceedings), injuries, causes of action, or judgments caused by the negligent or
willful acts or omissions of Contractor, its respective agents or employees, or any subcontractor,
engineer, consultant or sub-contractors of Contractor or anyone directly or indirectly employed by
any of them or anyone for whose acts any of them may be liable and any injury or damages claimed
by any of Contractor’s and subcontractor employees, in the performance of the Work covered by
Page 5 of 20
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this Agreement. Contractor’s indemnity, defense, and hold harmless obligations shall not extend
to any claim or liability that is alleged to be caused by the negligence or willful misconduct of
Company or other third party not controlled by Contractor; rather, such indemnification claims
shall be administered based upon a determination of the proportional fault of each party.
Contractor shall defend Company at Contractor’s expense with legal counsel reasonably
acceptable to Company, Company will provide reasonable cooperation, and Company will not
unreasonably withhold consent to settle any claims for which Contractor is providing defense or
indemnification. This Indemnity Clause extends to and includes all claims, just or unjust, based
on a tort, strict liability, contract, lien, statute, stop notice, rule, safety regulation, ordinance or
other affiliated relief or liability, and whether the injury complained of arises from any death,
personal injury, sickness, disease, property damage (including loss of use), economic loss, patent
infringement, copyright infringement, or otherwise, even if such claim may have been caused by
Contractor as set forth above. This indemnification obligation shall not be limited in any way by
any limitation on the amount or type of damages, compensation, or benefits payable by or for
Contractor and/or Project Manager or any subcontractor, supplier, or other individual or entity
under workers’ compensation acts, disability benefit acts, or other employee benefit acts. This
indemnity clause shall apply solely to the extent that such liability claim, damage, loss or expense
is caused by Contractor. This Paragraph 12 shall survive the completion of Contractor’s applicable
Services or Work for a period of two (2) years.
13.
Safety. Contractor shall be responsible for project safety. Contractor shall be
responsible for compliance with any and all federal, state, and local safety laws, ordinances,
regulations and rules relating to performance of the Work. Contractor acknowledges and shall
comply with Company's Contractor Safety Program attached as Exhibit E, including any and all
updates or changes to such Safety Program. Contractor shall insure that any and all subcontractors, consultants or other entities retained by Contractor to perform the work shall comply
with Company’s Contractor Safety Program.
13.1 ISNetworld. To the extent subscription or enrollment in ISNetworld is
required for the Work under Company’s Contractor Safety Program, contractor shall comply with
such requirement for Contractor and any all sub-contractors, consultants or other entities retained
by Contractor to perform the work.
13.2 Contractor shall be responsible for initiating, maintaining and supervising
all safety precautions and programs in connection with the Work to prevent damage, injury or loss
to:
a.
All employees, subcontractors and suppliers on the Work and other
persons and organizations on the Site or who may be affected thereby;
b.
All the Work and materials and equipment to be incorporated in the
Work, whether in storage on or off the project site; and
c.
Other property at the project site or adjacent to the project site
including trees, shrubs, lawns, walks, pavements, roadways, structures, utilities, and
underground facilities not designated for removal, relocation or replacement in the course
of construction.
13.3 Contractor shall perform the Work consistent with practices, methods,
standards and acts (including, but not limited to, those engaged in or approved by a significant
portion of the electric utility industry for similarly situated facilities) which, in the exercise of the
reasonable judgment of an experienced contractor and designer of similarly equipped facilities,
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and in light of the facts known or which should have been known at the time the decision was
made, would have been expected to accomplish the desired result in a manner consistent with, and
in view of, the laws, this Agreement, the Contract Documents, adherence to applicable electric
utility industry codes and standards, reliability, safety, protection of equipment, expedition and
economy, and shall comply with all applicable laws and regulations of any public body having
jurisdiction for the safety of persons or property or to protect them from damage, injury or loss
and shall erect and maintain all necessary safeguards for such safety and protection.
Contractor shall notify Company of adjacent property and of underground facilities
and utility Company when prosecution of the Work may affect them. Contractor shall cooperate
with all such Company of adjacent property and of underground facilities and utility Company in
the protection, removal, relocation and replacement of their property. All damage, injury or loss
to any property caused by Contractor, any subcontractor, supplier or any other person or
organization directly or indirectly employed by any of them to perform or furnish any of the Work
or anyone for whose acts any of them may be liable shall be remedied by Contractor (except
damage or loss attributable to the fault of drawings or technical specifications or to the acts or
omissions of Company or anyone employed by Company or anyone for whose acts Company may
be liable and not caused by the fault or negligence of Contractor).
Contractor’s duties and responsibilities for the safety and protection of the Work
shall continue until such time as care, custody and control of the Work is transferred to Company.
Contractor shall designate a safety representative at the project site. Contractor shall promptly
report to Company the occurrence of any recordable safety incident or significant near miss.
Despite anything in this Agreement to the contrary, Company has the right to stop
the Work if Company reasonably deems it necessary for safety reasons.
14.
Applicable Law/Venue. This Agreement shall be construed and governed by the
laws of the State of New Hampshire without regard to the principles of conflicts of law.
Contractor and Company hereby irrevocably submit to the jurisdiction of any state or federal court
sitting in the State of New Hampshire in any action or proceeding arising out of or related to this
Agreement, and agree that no Party shall seek removal or bring any such action or proceeding in
any other Court.
15.
Assignment. Contractor shall not assign or transfer this Agreement or its rights
and obligations hereunder or subcontract the Work or any part thereof, without Company's prior
written consent. Company may assign or transfer this Agreement and its rights and obligations
hereunder at any time without the consent of Contractor.
16.
Termination. Either Party may terminate this Agreement or any Purchase Order
hereunder at any time for its sole convenience by giving the other Party at least thirty (30) days’
prior written notice of such termination. In the event that Contractor is in material breach of this
Agreement, Company shall provide written notice of the breach to Contractor, and Contractor shall
cure the breach within seven (7) calendar days. In the event the breach is not cured to Company’s
reasonable satisfaction, Company may immediately terminate the Agreement. In the event of
termination, Contractor shall be entitled to payment for Work performed up to the effective date
of termination, less any reasonable cost to Company to re-perform or correct any non-standard or
defective Work.
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17.
Permits and Licenses. Contractor shall secure, at its sole expense, all necessary
permits and licenses necessary to the performance and completion of the Work and Contractor
shall pay in connection therewith all valid and applicable fees, assessments, or taxes levied by
units of government with jurisdiction.
18.
General. If any provision of this Agreement shall be held to be invalid or
unenforceable, the remaining terms and provisions of this Agreement shall be valid and
enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law. All exhibits and attachments to this Agreement
are an integral part of this Agreement, as if fully set forth herein. In the event of any conflict
between the terms of this Agreement and any exhibit or attachment hereto, the terms of this
Agreement shall apply. This Agreement may be signed in multiple counterparts, which when
taken together, shall constitute the original. A facsimile, electronic or PDF signature shall be fully
binding upon the Company and Contractor to the same extent as an original signature.
19.
Subcontracting. Contractor shall not subcontract the Work without the prior
written consent of the Company. If subcontracting is permitted by the Company, then Contractor
shall enter into agreements with such subcontractors to require them to perform Work and
manufacture or deliver goods in accordance with all applicable laws and the terms of the
Agreement (i) any subcontracted work that is done in a time and material method cannot pass
through more than a ten percent (10%) markup in aggregate of all contractors. Contractor shall be
liable for any acts or omissions of subcontractors as if the acts or omissions were those of persons
directly employed by Contractor. Contractor agrees to incorporate the terms of the Agreement into
all agreements with its subcontractors. No subcontract shall relieve Contractor from any of its
obligations or liabilities under the Agreement. Contractor shall require that any permitted
subcontractors maintain insurance that meets or exceeds the requirements set out in Paragraph 11.
Presuming Contractor has been paid all sums due and owing under this Agreement, Contractor
shall not permit any liens, mechanics’ liens, mechanics' notices of intention, or the like to be filed
against the Work by reason of labor, services, equipment or materials supplied or claimed to have
been supplied to or on behalf of the Contractor or its subcontractor(s), as applicable. Contractor
shall be fully responsible to Company for any and all acts and omissions of any Subcontractors,
Suppliers, and other individuals or entities performing or furnishing any of the Work just as
Contractor is responsible for Contractor's own acts and omissions.
20.
Continuation During Disputes. Pending resolution of any dispute under a
Purchase Order, Contractor and Company shall proceed with the performance of its undisputed
obligations consistent with its respective position in the dispute, including payment of undisputed
amounts.
21.
Force Majeure. No Party shall be liable to the other Party for any delay or failure
in the performance of any of its obligations hereunder if and to the extent such delay or failure is
a result of Force Majeure. The term “Force Majeure” means any act or event that (i) delays the
affected Party’s performance of its obligations in accordance with the terms of the Project
Agreement or Purchase Order, (ii) is beyond the reasonable control of the affected Party and is not
due to its fault or negligence, (iii) is not reasonably foreseeable, and (iv) could not have been
prevented or avoided by the affected Party through the exercise of due diligence, including (to the
extent consistent with the foregoing) any act of God, pandemics, any act or omission of any
government authority, explosions, fire, riot, and war. Force Majeure shall not include: (a)
economic hardship; (b) any labor strike, labor dispute, work stoppage, boycotts, walkouts and other
labor difficulties or shortages resulting therefrom, except for nationwide strikes meeting all of the
requirements specified in the definition of Force Majeure; (c) the inability to obtain labor,
equipment or other materials or supplies for the Work; (d) changes in market conditions; (e) failure
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to timely apply for permits or approvals; (f) any act or event to the extent resulting from the fault
or negligence of any person claiming Force Majeure; or (g) the financial inability of any person to
perform its obligations under the Project Agreement or Purchase Order. The protections afforded
under this section shall be of no greater scope and no longer duration than is required by the Force
Majeure. Notwithstanding this section, no Force Majeure shall relieve, suspend or otherwise
excuse any Party from performing any obligation to make any payment owed to another Party or
to indemnify, defend, or hold harmless another Party. Upon the occurrence of a Force Majeure
(or as soon as reasonably practicable thereafter), the Party declaring the Force Majeure shall act to
resume normal performance of the affected Project Agreement or Purchase Order and Work within
the shortest time practicable, taking into account the consequences resulting from such event of
Force Majeure.
22.
Limitation of Liability. Except as expressly provided herein, neither Party shall
be liable to the other for any incidental, indirect, special, punitive, or consequential damages,
including loss of use, loss of power or loss of revenue. Company agrees to limit Contractor’s
liability to Company and to all persons having contractual relationships with Company to the
insurance limits stated in the applicable ISNetworld certificate for this Agreement.
23.

Attachments:
Exhibit A

Form of Purchase Order

Exhibit B

Form of Statement of Work

Exhibit C

Additional Terms Applicable to the Purchase of Goods

Exhibit D

Insurance Coverage Limits

Exhibit E

Company's Contractor Safety Program

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement is effective on the day and year first above written.
COMPANY

CONTRACTOR

Liberty Utilities (Granite State Electric) Corps. The Davey Tree Expert Company
By:

Neil Proudman

Digitally signed by Neil
Proudman
Date: 2021.07.22 12:26:16 -04'00'

By:

Name:

Name: %UHQW55HSHQQLQJ

Title:

Title: ([HFXWLYH9LFH3UHVLGHQW
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EXHIBIT A
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EXHIBIT B
STATEMENT OF WORK
PURSUANT TO
MASTER SERVICE AGREEMENT
BY AND BETWEEN
LIBERTY UTILITIES (GRANITE STATE ELECTRIC) CORP. AND THE DAVEY EXPERT
TREE COMPANY
THIS STATEMENT OF WORK, dated July 01, 2021, by and between Liberty Utilities
(Granite State Electric) Corp. (“COMPANY”) and The Davey Tree Expert Company.
(“Contractor”) is subject to the terms and provisions of, and is made a part of, that certain
MASTER SERVICE AGREEMENT (the “Agreement”), effective July 01, 2021, between
Company and Contractor.
The Parties agree as follows:
A. Scope of Services
Contractor will perform vegetation management and/or line clearance work in association with
storm/.emergency response.
The scope of work to be performed is electric distribution emergency response services including,
but not limited to, storms and localized catastrophic damage to Distribution facilities in the
Owner’s New Hampshire Service Territory. Requests for such services will be made by Owners
and/or its Affiliates with as much advance notification as possible, given the event circumstances
and likelihood of impending requirement.
The Contractor is to provide all materials, equipment, apparatus, tools, labor, services, and
facilities to perform all the Work and do all things necessary to safely complete the emergency
electric distribution vegetation management and/or line clearance services as related to weather or
natural disaster recovery work as assigned by authorized Owner representatives..
The Owner has categorized the projects or assignments that will be released under the awarded
blanket contract as having a "High Safety Risk.” Contractor shall provide for this “High Safety
Risk" Work trained crews knowledgeable and skilled in identifying hazards associated with the
Work in accordance with all applicable OSHA rules and regulations, using contractor-furnished
personal protective equipment (PPE), enhanced fall protection measures, co-worker and self
rescue, and communications systems appropriate to hazard avoidance.
Contractor is required to have a corporate Health and Safety Plan (HASP) for this Work. Upon
execution of this Agreement, Contractor shall submit, in accordance with Article 7 of this
Agreement (“Notices”), a copy of the HASP for review and follow-up consultation (if appropriate)
by Owner’s Safety Department.
Once arriving at the designated Owner’s Work facility (staging site), Contractor is to participate
in a storm briefing and orientation meeting with the Owner.
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Crews are to hold daily on-site ‘tailboard’ safety meetings. These meetings are to be held, and
attended by all crew members and the Owner’s Representative, if present, prior to beginning work
each day, and before moving to each new assignment, if any, on a given day. These briefings are
to cover the work plan, including, but not limited to, comprehensive hazard recognition and
mitigation, equipment calibration and certification reviews, issues from prior documented job
briefs, and situational-dependent consideration of climate, weather, road conditions, rural or urban
influences, insects, poisonous plants, and affiliated crew member performance and crew integrity.
Service Territories: - We have 3 major operating areas within the Liberty Utilities (Granite
State Electric) Corp. territory. Communities serviced in each of the areas include:
A) Salem Area: Includes Salem, Windham, Derry (Rockingham County), and Pelham
(Hillsborough County)
B) Charlestown Area: Includes Charlestown, Acworth, Langdon (Sullivan County), and
Marlow, Alstead, Surry, Walpole (Cheshire County)
C) Lebanon Area: Includes Lebanon, Enfield, Hanover, Canaan, Orange, Grafton, Lyme,
Bath, Monroe (Grafton County), and Plainfield, Cornish (Sullivan County)
1. Right of First Refusal/ Owner’s Right of Release – Liberty Utilities (Granite State
Electric) Corp. reserves the right of first refusal on standby and assigned crews with the
right to keep crew(s) engaged during the event and the ability to release the crew(s) at
GSE’s discretion.
2. Daily Meal Allowance – Liberty Utilities (Granite State Electric) Corp. will cover daily
meal allowances for two (2) meals per day up to $25 per meal per authorized individual at
one of several designated eating establishments within each of the three areas. Each
individual will be required to sign a crew sheet at the chosen designated restaurant prior to
leaving that establishment.
3. Hotel Fee/Designated Hotels – Liberty Utilities (Granite State Electric) Corp. will pay the
hotel fee at designated hotels within each of the service areas. Individuals will be assigned
to a designated hotel and listed on crew sheets provided to the hotel. Generally, two (2)
persons will be assigned to a room.
4. ISN – please advise if you are already an ISNetworld member. Contractor is not required,
for the purposes of this Agreement only, to participate in the ISNetworld safety recordation
program administered for Owner.
5. Safety - Contractor shall comply with all applicable safety requirements of the United
States Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), and other Federal, state,
and local laws or ordinances and permits, unless superseded by Owner procedures.
Contractor must provide trained work crews knowledgeable of OSHA rules and electrical
hazards outfitted with contractor supplied personal protection equipment, enhanced fall
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protection measures, co-worker and self-rescue and communication systems to hazard
avoidance. Contractor is required to have a Corporates Health and Safety plan and conduct
daily crew briefings with employees on potential hazards they may encounter as part of
their duties.

6. Work Authorization Form - Time allowing, Work shall be authorized only upon receipt
of a signed Work Authorization Form (WAF). The Work Authorization Form shall identify
the Company for which the Work shall be performed and that Company shall be the
“Owner,” for purposes of this Agreement and of such Work. It is recognized by the parties
to the Agreement that there may be times when urgent Work is done prior to the execution
of a relevant Work Authorization Form. At such times, the parties agree to be bound to the
terms and conditions contained in the Agreement, and further agree to sign within twelve
(12) hours of completion of such Work, a relevant Work Authorization Form or other form
(“alternative directive”) of written Work assignment issued by the Owner’s field
representative. Contractor Employees will be required to submit a signed Work
Authorization Form requiring approval from the Owner representative. All Work
Authorization forms associated with Emergency Work are to be submitted to Granite State
Electric Company c/o Liberty Utilities 15 Buttrick Road, Londonderry, NH 03053 Attn:
Accounts Payable. Each invoice will reference the Purchase Order associated with
Emergency Storm work.
The Contractor agrees that there is no obligation to award any Work or any specific
quantity of Work to the Contractor.
The Owner requires that the Purchase Order(s) associated with this Agreement, which
enable payment for invoices, only be used for emergency Work. If Contractor has other
contracts, and associated purchase orders with the Owner for other non-emergency work,
the Contractor shall not co-mingle work or invoicing, unless the Owner provides prior
written instructions to authorize or limit said other scheduled work be paid under this
emergency Agreement. .
7. Fuel - Fuel purchases are to be reimbursed at cost. Receipts with documentation will be
required to be submitted in order to facilitate reimbursement.
8. Background Check Requirements – The following Background Check requirements
must be adhered to for all contracted workers performing vegetation management/line
clearance storm/emergency work:

Background Check
Requirements.pdf
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B. Compensation
The Company agrees to pay Contractor according to the rates listed in Exhibit A and shall be
updated annually.
Northern Unionized Labor Rates
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Northern Non-Union Labor Rates

The prices included in this Price shall include provisions for the payment of all monies which will
be payable by the Contractor in connection with the construction of the Project on account of taxes
imposed by any taxing authority upon the sale, purchase or use of the materials, supplies and
equipment, or services or labor of installation thereof, to be incorporated in the Project.
C. Delivery or Work Schedule
The schedule shall be as follows: [ N/A – to be determined at time of event ]
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D. Delivery or Work Location
The services will be performed at [ N/A – to be determined at time of event ]
E. Invoicing Instructions
Contractor will invoice Company as indicated on any Purchase Order referencing this Statement
of Work. Contractor will submit invoices in accordance with the Agreement, unless other terms
are specifically set forth here: All billing and work flow shall be performed within Name Billing
System.
Invoices will reference the applicable Purchase Order number and be distributed as indicated in
such Purchase Order.
F. Term of Statement of Work
The term of this Statement of Work begins on July 01, 2021.
G. Legal Terms and Conditions
The legal terms and conditions governing this Statement of Work are contained in the Agreement
between the Parties. In order to be effective, any modifications, additions, or deletions to the legal
terms and conditions applicable to this Statement of Work must be specifically set forth here:
In the event of any conflict between the legal terms and conditions set forth here and the legal
terms and conditions contained in the Agreement, the legal terms and conditions set forth here will
control only for work performed under this Statement of Work.
H. Entire Agreement
This Statement of Work, any Purchase Order issued by Company referencing this Statement of
Work and the Agreement constitute the entire agreement between Company and Contractor with
respect to the subject matter of this Statement of Work, and this Statement of Work may not be
amended or modified except by a written document signed by both Parties and made in accordance
with the Agreement.
I. Contractor’s Representations and Responsibilities
Contractor represents and warrants that it has examined and carefully studied the Drawings and
Technical Specifications and other related data identified in the Bid Documents, considered the
existing visible, known and disclosed conditions at the Site and taken into account these conditions
with respect to completing the Work on time and in accordance with all terms and conditions under
this Agreement.
Contractor has visited the Site and become familiar with and is satisfied as to the general visible,
known and disclosed Site conditions (including the visible, known and disclosed existing physical
and operational conditions) that may affect cost, progress, performance and furnishing of the
Work.
Contractor is familiar with and is satisfied as to all federal, state and local Laws and Regulations
that may affect cost, progress, performance and furnishing of the Work.
J. Change Orders
The Compensation Price may only be changed by a Change Order. Any claim for an increase or
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decrease in the Price shall be based on written notice delivered by the Party making the claim to
the other Party promptly (but in no event later than fifteen (15) Days after the claiming Party’s
knowledge of the occurrence of the event giving rise to the claim and stating the general nature of
the claim.
Notice shall include the amount of the claim with supporting data within the time specified above,
unless an additional period of time to ascertain more accurate data in support of the claim is
necessary given the circumstances, and shall be accompanied by claimant’s written statement that
the amount claimed covers all known amounts (direct, indirect and consequential) to which the
claimant is entitled as a result of the occurrence of said event. If the Parties cannot reach agreement
on the claim, claims for adjustment in the Contract Price shall be determined according to the
dispute resolution procedures specified in Article 13.1 of the Independent Contractors Agreement.
No claim for an adjustment in the Contract Price will be valid if not first submitted according to
this Paragraph J.
The value of any Work covered by a Change Order or of any claim for an increase or decrease in
the Contract Price shall be determined in one of the following ways:
I.
II.
III.

By unit prices included in the Proposal.
By mutual acceptance of a lump sum or unit price. This shall apply in cases where unit
prices do not exist for the work included.
In the case the Parties cannot agree on the claim under a lump sum, on the basis of the
actual cost of the work plus a Contractor’s Fee of 10% for overhead and profit. Cost
of the work shall be based upon approved rate sheets and direct expenses incurred.

K. Contractor’s Fee
The Contractor’s Fee (10%) allowed to Contractor for overhead and profit shall be determined as
follows:
I.
When both additions and credits are involved in any one change, the adjustment in
Contractor’s Fee shall be computed on the basis of the net change.
II.
In no case shall the Contractor’s Fee be applied to the Contractor’s Fee of a
Subcontractor, the fee shall only be applied to the direct costs incurred.
III.
Sales, consumer, use, or similar taxes related to the Work and for which Contractor
is liable shall not be included in the Cost of the Work subject to a Contractor’s Fee.

COMPANY
CONTRACTOR
Liberty Utilities (Granite State Electric) Corps. The Davey Tree Expert Company
By:

signed by Neil Proudman
Neil Proudman Digitally
Date: 2021.07.22 12:26:42 -04'00'

By:

Name:

Name: %UHQW55HSHQQLQJ

Title:

Title: ([HFXWLYH9LFH3UHVLGHQW
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EXHIBIT C
ADDITIONAL TERMS APPLICABLE TO THE PURCHASE OF GOODS
1. Application. The Provisions of this Exhibit are applicable only if Goods (including, but not
limited to, materials and equipment) are being supplied under the Agreement.
2. Goods. Supplier agrees to sell, deliver and install all Goods described in any Purchase Order
to this Agreement.
3. Price. The price for the Goods is as stated in any Purchase Order hereto and shall be paid to
Contractor pursuant to the terms and conditions of the Agreement.
4. Delivery and Installation. Time is of the essence to this Agreement. The Goods shall be
delivered, installed and in good working order on or before the installation date specified in
the Purchase Order.
5. Risk of Loss. The risk of loss from any casualty to the Goods, regardless of the cause, shall
be on Contractor until the Goods have been accepted by Company.
6. Title. Contractor warrants that the Goods at the time of delivery shall be free from any
security interest or other lien or encumbrance, and that Contractor has complete and good title
to the Goods.
7. Warranty on Goods and Materials. Contractor warrants that the Goods and any materials
will be (a) newly manufactured, unless expressly agreed to otherwise in a writing signed by
both Parties, (b) conform to the specifications in the Purchase Order or Statement of Work,
(c) be free from defects and all liens, security interests, claims and encumbrances, and (d) be
merchantable and fit for their intended purpose. For a period of one (1) year after Company’s
acceptance of the Goods or materials, Contractor will repair or replace any defective Goods
or materials at its expense after Company’s notice to Contractor. Any Goods or materials that
are repaired or replaced hereunder shall have a one (1) year warranty from the date of repair
or replacement. If Contractor fails to promptly repair or replace a defect, Company may cause
the defect to be corrected at the expense of Contractor. If Contractor is not the manufacturer
of the Goods, Contractor will pass through to Company any additional manufacturer
warranties, and at the request of Company, make warranty claims against the manufacturer
on Company’s behalf.
If a defect exists in the Goods or materials that was not and normally would not be revealed,
discovered or located before the end of a warranty period by any reasonably careful inspection
(hereinafter “Latent Defect”), Company will promptly notify Contractor when such Latent
Defect becomes apparent and Contractor shall repair or replace the Goods or materials at its
expense.
8. Freight. Unless otherwise provided in a Purchase Order, the delivery of all the Goods shall
be as specified by Company, FOB destination, freight collect.
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EXHIBIT D
Insurance Coverage Limits
Without in any way limiting Contractor's liability, the Contractor shall maintain in force, during
the full term of the Agreement, insurance in the following amounts and coverage:
COVERAGE
1. Worker's Compensation and Employers’ Liability:
Workers’ Compensation
Employers’ Liability:
Each Accident
Disease-Policy Limit
Disease-Each Employee

LIMITS / AMOUNTS

2. Comprehensive General Liability Insurance-Occurrence Form
General Aggregate
Products-completed Operations Aggregate
Broad Form Property Damage including Completed Operations
Personal and Advertising Injury
Each Occurrence
3. Automobile Liability-Any Auto or Owned, Hired and Non-Owned Vehicles
Combined Single Limit Per Accident
For bodily Injury and Property Damage
4. Commercial Excess or Umbrella Liability
Each Occurrence
Aggregate

Statutory
$ 1,000,000
$ 1,000,000
$ 1,000,000
$ 2,000,000
$ 1,000,000
$ 1,000,000
$ 1,000,000
$ 1,000,000
$ 1,000,000

$ 4,000,000
$ 4,000,000

5.
Performance Bond – The contractor shall be required to furnish non-revocable security
binding the contractor to provide faithful performance of the contract in the amount of 100% of
the total contract price payable to Company. Performance security shall be in the form of a
performance bond, certified check or cashier’s check. This security must be in the possession of
the Company by the due date and time cited for this solicitation.
6.
Payment Bond – The contractor shall be required to furnish non-revocable security for the
protection for all persons supplying labor and materials to the contractor or any subcontractor for
the performance of any work related to the contract. Payment Security shall be in the amount of
100% of the total contract price payable to Company.
7.
Builder’s Risk Insurance or Installation Floater, as appropriate Estimated Full
Replacement Written on an “all-risk” basis Value of the Project Any One Occurrence
8.
Commercial General Liability Insurance, Automobile Liability Insurance and Builder’s
Risk Insurance policies shall be endorsed to provide the following:
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a. Named as additional insured: the Company and the Company’s officers, agents,
employees and volunteers.
b. That such policies are primary insurance to any other insurance available to the
additional insured’s, with respect to any claims arising out of this Agreement, and that
insurance applies separately to each insured against whom claim is made or suit is
brought.
9. Professional Liability (E&O ) Insurance - If contractor is providing any professional services,
the contractor must obtain professional liability insurance coverage for errors, acts or omissions
arising out the scope of services performed under this agreement:
$2,000,000 Combined Single Limit Each Occurrence (Minimum)
10. All policies shall be endorsed to provide: Thirty (30) days advance written notice of
cancellation and non-renewal of coverage, mailed to the Company.
11. Certificates of insurance, in form and with insurers satisfactory to the Company, evidencing
all coverages above, shall be furnished before commencing services under this contract.
12. This Agreement shall terminate immediately upon any lapse of required insurance coverage.
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EXHIBIT E
COMPANY'S CONTRACTOR SAFETY PROGRAM

Contractor Safety
Requirement.pdf
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-.ÿ01234567ÿ+28729ÿ'337:;5<37ÿ5<8ÿ;47ÿ0+ÿ'=277>7<;?ÿ@ABCBÿDBEFCÿGHIÿJKHILDLKHÿGMMNOÿDKÿDABÿCGNBÿGHIÿIBNLPBEOÿKQÿGHOÿRKKICÿCBDÿKSDÿKHÿDABÿGDDGJABIÿKEÿEBQBEBHJBIÿTUÿQKEFÿVWXYY86WZ[ÿDKÿDABÿMBEQKEFGHJBÿKQÿGHOÿ\KE]ÿKEÿ
CBEPLJBCÿGCCKJLGDBIÿ\LDAÿCSJAÿCGNBÿGHIÿIBNLPBEOÿKEÿCBDÿKSDÿKHÿDABÿTUÿQKEFÿVW^Y2_WZ[ÿGHIÿDKÿDABÿCSMMNOÿKQÿGHOÿMEKISJDVCZÿEBCSNDLHRÿQEKFÿ\KE]ÿKEÿCBEPLJBCÿCBDÿKSDÿKHÿDABÿTUÿQKEFÿV\ALJAÿCSMMNOÿJKSNIÿJKHCLCDÿKQÿIBNLPBEO[ÿGCCBF`NO[ÿ
FGHSQGJDSEBÿKEÿKDABEÿFKIBÿKQÿCSMMNOZÿVW^Y2_ÿ02Y813;WZ.ÿ@ABÿTUÿQKEF[ÿDABCBÿDBEFCÿGHIÿJKHILDLKHCÿGHIÿGHOÿKDABEÿGDDGJAFBHDCÿEBQBEBHJBIÿKHÿDABÿTUÿQKEFÿDKRBDABEÿJKFMELCBÿDABÿTSEJAGCBÿUEIBE.ÿaHÿJGCBÿKQÿJKHQNLJDÿKEÿ
LHJKHCLCDBHJO[ÿDABÿKEIBEÿKQÿMELKELDOÿLCbÿDABÿTUÿQKEF[ÿDABCBÿDBEFCÿGHIÿJKHILDLKHC[ÿDABÿGDDGJAFBHDC.ÿ@ABÿBGENLBCDÿKQÿcSMMNLBEdCÿGJ]HK\NBIRFBHDÿKEÿCLRHLHRÿKQÿDABÿTUÿQKEF[ÿcSMMNLBEdCÿCALMFBHDÿKQÿeKKICÿSHIBEÿDABÿTSEJAGCBÿUEIBEÿKEÿ
cSMMNLBEdCÿJKFFBHJBFBHDÿKQÿfKE]ÿSHIBEÿDABÿTSEJAGCBÿUEIBEÿJKHCDLDSDBCÿcSMMNLBEdCÿGJJBMDGHJBÿKQÿDABÿMEKPLCLKHCÿKQÿDABÿTSEJAGCBÿUEIBE.ÿUHJBÿGJJBMDBI[ÿDABÿTSEJAGCBÿUEIBEÿ̀BJKFBCÿDABÿ\AKNBÿGREBBFBHDÿ̀BD\BBHÿDABÿMGEDLBCÿ\LDAÿ
EBCMBJDÿDKÿDABÿCS`gBJDÿFGDDBEÿABEBKQ[ÿGHIÿCSJAÿGREBBFBHDÿLCÿJGNNBIÿDABÿW0+W.ÿhKEÿJNGELDO[ÿDABÿBQQBJDLPBHBCCÿKQÿDABÿTUÿLCÿHKDÿJKHILDLKHGNÿKHÿDABÿFG]LHRÿKQÿGÿIK\HÿMGOFBHDÿKEÿGHOÿKDABEÿJKHILDLKHC[ÿSHNBCCÿCDGDBIÿKHÿDABÿTUÿQKEF.ÿ@ALCÿ
TUÿFGOÿHKDÿ̀BÿJAGHRBIÿKEÿ\GLPBI[ÿGHIÿHKÿCS`CDLDSDLKHCÿFGOÿ̀BÿFGIB[ÿBiJBMDÿ̀Oÿ\ELDDBHÿGREBBFBHDÿKQÿGSDAKELjBIÿEBMEBCBHDGDLPBCÿKQÿDABÿMGEDLBC.ÿ@ABÿkSOBEÿFGOÿEBlSBCDÿJAGHRBVCZÿDKÿDALCÿTU[ÿGHIÿcSMMNLBEÿGREBBCÿDKÿMEKFMDNOÿFG]Bÿ
GHIÿGREBBÿDKÿGHOÿCSJAÿTUÿJAGHRBVCZ[ÿMEKPLIBIbÿVLZÿcSMMNLBEÿAGCÿDABÿEBCKSEJBCÿDKÿBQQBJDÿDABÿJAGHRBVCZmÿGHIÿVLLZÿGHOÿEBCSNDLHRÿILQQBEBHJBÿLHÿMELJBÿKEÿDLFBÿQKEÿMBEQKEFGHJBÿLCÿBlSLDG`NOÿGIgSCDBI.ÿ@ABÿTUÿHSF`BEÿKHÿDABÿTUÿQKEFÿCAGNNÿHKDÿ
`BÿEBMBGDBIÿQKEÿKDABEÿKEIBEC.ÿ
n.ÿ#7:2767<;5;oY<69ÿ^5225<;o76ÿ5<8ÿ%;5<85286?ÿcSMMNLBEÿEBMEBCBHDCÿDAGDÿLCÿAGCÿRKKIÿGHIÿMEKMBEÿGSDAKELDOÿDKÿBHDBEÿLHDKÿDABÿTU.ÿcSMMNLBEÿ\GEEGHDCÿDAGDÿLDÿ\LNNÿAGPBÿRKKIÿDLDNBÿDKÿDABÿeKKICÿGDÿDABÿDLFBÿKQÿIBNLPBEOÿGHIÿDKÿDABÿfKE]ÿ
TEKISJDÿGDÿDABÿDLFBÿKQÿCSMMNO[ÿQEBBÿGHIÿJNBGEÿKQÿBHJSF`EGHJBCÿBiJBMDÿDAKCBÿMEBPLKSCNOÿILCJNKCBIÿDKÿkSOBE.ÿcSMMNLBEÿGREBBCÿDKÿJKFMNOÿ\LDAÿGNNÿGMMNLJG`NBÿQBIBEGN[ÿCDGDB[ÿMEKPLHJLGNÿGHIÿNKJGNCÿNG\C[ÿESNBCÿGHIÿEBRSNGDLKHCÿGMMNLJG`NBÿDKÿ
pqrrstuvwxÿruvz{v|}~uÿ{zÿtxÿ{st}t{~xÿq~uvÿuÿÿt{qÿst|tt~ÿuÿ}rrst}tstÿ{zÿs}ÿpqrrstuvÿ|}uxÿ{xuÿ{zÿBÿQKNNK\LHRÿ\GEEGHDLBCÿDAGDÿGEBÿGMMEKMELGDBÿQKEÿGHOÿeKKICÿIBNLPBEBIÿKEÿfKE]ÿTEKISJDÿCSMMNLBIÿKEÿfKE]ÿ
MBEQKEFBIÿSHIBEÿDABÿTUbÿV-ZÿDABÿeKKIC[ÿfKE]ÿTEKISJDÿGHIÿfKE]ÿ\LNNÿJKHQKEFÿDKÿGNNÿCMBJLQLJGDLKHC[ÿCDGHIGEIC[ÿIEG\LHRC[ÿEBlSLEBFBHDCÿ
GHIÿlSKDGDLKHCÿJKFFSHLJGDBIÿ̀OÿkSOBEÿGHIÿ\LDAÿGMMNLJG`NBÿNG\mÿVnZÿDABÿeKKICÿGHIÿfKE]ÿTEKISJDÿ\LNNÿ̀BÿQEBBÿQEKFÿIBQBJDCÿLHÿIBCLRHÿVBiJBMDÿDKÿDABÿBiDBHDÿIBCLRHBIÿ̀OÿkSOBEZ[ÿFGDBELGNÿGHIÿ\KE]FGHCALMmÿVZÿDABÿeKKICÿGHIÿfKE]ÿ
TEKISJDÿ\LNNÿ̀BÿQLDÿQKEÿDABLEÿLHDBHIBIÿMSEMKCBVCZÿGCÿJKFFSHLJGDBIÿ̀OÿkSOBEÿKEÿGCÿKDABE\LCBÿKSRADÿDKÿ̀Bÿ]HK\Hÿ̀OÿcSMMNLBEmÿVZÿDABÿfKE]ÿ\LNNÿ̀BÿMBEQKEFBI[ÿDABÿeKKICÿ\LNNÿ̀BÿIBNLPBEBIÿGHIÿDABÿfKE]ÿTEKISJDÿ\LNNÿ̀BÿCSMMNLBIÿLHÿGÿ
DLFBNOÿFGHHBEÿGHIÿLHÿGJJKEIGHJBÿ\LDAÿRKKIÿLHISCDEOÿCDGHIGEICÿGHIÿGMMNLJG`NBÿNG\[ÿEBRSNGDLKHCÿGHIÿJKIBCmÿGHIÿVZÿDABÿCGNB[ÿLHCDGNNGDLKHÿGHIÿSCBÿKQÿGHOÿGEDLJNBÿLHÿDABÿeKKIC[ÿDABÿfKE]ÿKEÿDABÿfKE]ÿTEKISJDÿ\LNNÿHKDÿLHQELHRBÿGHOÿ
t~ussuq}sÿrv{ruvÿvtÿzÿpqrrstuvÿ}xÿ{}t~uÿ}~ÿ|}~qz}qvuvwxÿ}vv}~ÿt~ÿvuxruÿ{zÿuÿ{{xÿ{vÿ{vÿv{qÿ{vÿGHOÿLDBFÿDABEBKQ[ÿLDÿCAGNNÿSCBÿEBGCKHG`NBÿJKFFBEJLGNÿBQQKEDCÿDKÿGCCLRHÿCSJAÿ\GEEGHDOÿDKÿkSOBE[ÿ̀SDÿGÿQGLNSEBÿ
DKÿIKÿCKÿIKBCÿHKDÿNLFLDÿDABÿ\GEEGHDLBCÿLHÿDALCÿCBJDLKH.ÿ,ÿ5::o3579ÿ;4o6ÿ3Y<;253;Y2ÿ5<8ÿ613Y<;253;Y2ÿ645ÿ56Yÿ5o87ÿÿ;47ÿ271o27>7<;6ÿYÿÿ*#ÿÿ¡5¢ÿ5<8ÿÿ*#ÿÿ£¡5¢ÿÿ!4767ÿ27=15;oY<6ÿ:2Y4oo;ÿ
8o632o>o<5;oY<ÿ5=5o<6;ÿ15oo78ÿ:2Y;73;78ÿ¤7;725<6ÿ5<8ÿ15oo78ÿo<8o¤o8156ÿY<ÿ;47ÿ56o6ÿYÿ8o65oo;9ÿ5<8ÿ271o27ÿ5o2>5;o¤7ÿ53;oY<ÿÿ3Y¤7278ÿ:2o>7ÿ3Y<;253;Y26ÿ5<8ÿ613Y<;253;Y26ÿ;Yÿ7>:Yÿ5<8ÿ58¤5<37ÿo<ÿ
7>:Y>7<;ÿ15oo78ÿ:2Y;73;78ÿ¤7;725<6ÿ5<8ÿo<8o¤o8156ÿ¥o;4ÿ8o65oo;o76ÿ
.ÿ)7o¤729ÿ!o;79ÿ,<6:73;oY<9ÿ'337:;5<37?ÿ@LDNBÿGHIÿELC]ÿKQÿNKCCÿDKÿeKKICÿMGCCÿDKÿkSOBEÿGDÿDABÿMNGJBÿKQ[ÿGHIÿGDÿDABÿDLFBÿLFFBILGDBNOÿQKNNK\LHR[ÿIBNLPBEOÿKEÿSHNKGILHRÿGDÿDABÿ¦CALMÿDKÿCLDB¦ÿVDABÿW%o;7WZ.ÿaHÿEBCMBJDÿKQÿfKE]ÿTEKISJDbÿ
VLZÿLHÿDABÿJGCBÿKQÿIBNLPBEOÿKEÿKDABEÿCSMMNOÿQEKFÿKSDCLIBÿDABÿcLDB[ÿDLDNBÿGHIÿELC]ÿKQÿNKCCÿMGCCÿGDÿDABÿCGFBÿDLFBÿGHIÿMNGJBÿGCÿIBCJEL̀BIÿQKEÿeKKICmÿGHIÿVLLZÿLHÿDABÿJGCBÿKQÿGCCBF`NOÿKEÿFGHSQGJDSEBÿKEÿKDABEÿCSMMNOÿGDÿDABÿcLDB[ÿDLDNBÿGHIÿELC]ÿKQÿ
NKCCÿMGCCÿGDÿDABÿDLFBÿKQÿMGOFBHDÿDABEBQKE.ÿaHÿDABÿJGCBÿKQÿIBNLPBEOÿKQÿeKKICÿKEÿfKE]ÿTEKISJD[ÿcSMMNLBEÿCAGNNÿMEKPLIBbÿVLZÿQKEÿLHCSEGHJBÿ\ALNBÿDABÿeKKICÿKEÿfKE]ÿTEKISJDÿGEBÿLHÿDEGHCLDÿDAGDÿLCÿJSCDKFGEOÿLHÿDABÿLHISCDEO[ÿGIBlSGDBÿDKÿ
JKPBEÿQSNNÿNKCC[ÿGHIÿDAGDÿHGFBCÿkSOBEÿGCÿGHÿGIILDLKHGNÿLHCSEBIÿLQÿEBGCKHG`NOÿEBlSBCDBIÿ̀OÿkSOBEmÿVLLZÿGIBlSGDBÿMGJ]LHRÿCKÿDAGDÿDABÿLDBFCÿGEBÿHKDÿIGFGRBIÿISELHRÿIBNLPBEOÿGHIÿAGHINLHRÿBiJBMDÿLHÿEBGCKHG`NOÿSHQKEBCBBG`NBÿJLEJSFCDGHJBCmÿ
VLLLZÿCSJAÿIKJSFBHDGDLKHÿ\LDAÿIBNLPBEOÿGCÿEBGCKHG`NOÿEBlSBCDBIÿ̀OÿkSOBE.ÿaHÿDABÿJGCBÿKQÿCALMFBHDCÿLHDKÿDABÿ§HLDBIÿcDGDBCÿKEÿLHDKÿ̈GHGIGÿQEKFÿGÿILQQBEBHDÿJKSHDEOÿDAGHÿDABÿIBCDLHGDLKHÿJKSHDEO[ÿcSMMNLBEÿCAGNNÿBHCSEBÿDAGDÿDABÿCALMFBHDÿ
LHJNSIBCÿGHOÿIKJSFBHDGDLKHÿEBlSLEBIÿVLHJNSILHRÿJBEDLQLJGDBCÿKQÿKELRLHÿGHIÿLHPKLJBCZ[ÿGHIÿCAGNNÿDG]BÿCSJAÿKDABEÿGJDLKHCÿEBlSLEBI[ÿQKEÿJSCDKFCÿJNBGEGHJBÿLHDKÿDABÿ§HLDBIÿcDGDBCÿKEÿ̈GHGIG[ÿGCÿDABÿJGCBÿFGOÿ̀B.ÿaQÿCSJAÿGJDLKHCÿEBlSLEBÿ
LHPKNPBFBHDÿKQÿGÿJSCDKFCÿ̀EK]BEÿKEÿKDABEÿGRBHD[ÿcSMMNLBEÿCAGNNÿCBB]ÿDABÿGMMEKPGNÿKQÿkSOBEÿDKÿCSJAÿGRBHD[ÿ\ALJAÿGMMEKPGNÿCAGNNÿHKDÿ̀BÿSHEBGCKHG`NOÿ\LDAABNIÿKEÿIBNGOBI.ÿaQÿEBlSBCDBIÿ̀OÿkSOBE[ÿcSMMNLBEÿCAGNNÿGEEGHRBÿQKEÿDABÿLCCSGHJBÿKQÿ
GÿIGDGÿEBMKEDÿKHÿDABÿeKKICÿKEÿfKE]ÿTEKISJDÿDKÿ̀BÿLCCSBIÿGHIÿCLRHBIÿ̀OÿGHÿLHIBMBHIBHDÿGSDAKELjBIÿLHCMBJDLKHÿGRBHJO.ÿkSOBEÿFGOÿGDÿLDCÿK\HÿJKCDÿLHCMBJDÿDABÿeKKIC[ÿDABÿMBEQKEFGHJBÿKQÿDABÿfKE]ÿGHIÿDABÿfKE]ÿTEKISJD[ÿGHIÿGÿQGLNSEBÿ
DKÿLHCMBJDÿ\LDALHÿGÿEBGCKHG`NBÿMBELKIÿKQÿDLFBÿCAGNNÿHKDÿ̀BÿJKHCLIBEBIÿGJJBMDGHJB.ÿcSJAÿLHCMBJDLKHÿFGOÿLHJNSIBÿGDDBHIGHJBÿ̀OÿkSOBEÿKEÿLDCÿEBMEBCBHDGDLPBÿGDÿDABÿcSMMNLBEdC[ÿFGHSQGJDSEBEdCÿKEÿKDABEÿMBECKHCdÿCLDBÿKHÿEBGCKHG`NBÿHKDLJB.ÿ
kSOBEÿFGO[ÿ\LDAÿEBGCKH[ÿ̀OÿHKDLJBÿEBgBJDÿKEÿGIPLCBÿKQÿIBQBJDCÿLHÿDABÿeKKICÿKEÿfKE]ÿTEKISJDÿKEÿMBEQKEFGHJBÿKQÿDABÿfKE].ÿ©KD\LDACDGHILHRÿGHOÿKDABEÿMEKPLCLKH[ÿLQÿDLDNBÿGHIÿELC]ÿKQÿNKCCÿDKÿeKKICÿKEÿfKE]ÿTEKISJDÿDAGDÿGEBÿEBgBJDBIÿGEBÿ
ABNIÿ̀OÿkSOBEÿGDÿDABÿDLFBÿKQÿEBgBJDLKH[ÿDLDNBÿGHIÿELC]ÿKQÿNKCCÿGEBÿIBBFBIÿDKÿMGCCÿ̀GJ]ÿDKÿcSMMNLBEÿGDÿDABÿDLFBÿKQÿHKDLQLJGDLKHÿKQÿEBgBJDLKH.ÿkSOBEÿAGCÿHKÿK`NLRGDLKHÿDKÿMGOÿQKEÿEBgBJDBIÿeKKICÿKEÿfKE]ÿTEKISJD[ÿGHIÿcSMMNLBEÿCAGNNÿEBQSHIÿ
kSOBEÿGHOÿMGOFBHDÿLDÿAGIÿEBJBLPBIÿQKEÿCSJAÿeKKICÿKEÿfKE]ÿTEKISJD.ÿ
.ÿ#7>78o76?ÿaHÿDABÿJGCBÿKQÿGÿ̀EBGJAÿKQÿ\GEEGHDOÿCBDÿKSDÿLHÿCBJDLKHÿnÿKEÿDABÿMEKPLCLKHÿKQÿHKDLJBÿKQÿEBgBJDLKHÿKEÿIBQBJDCÿQEKFÿkSOBEÿDKÿcBNNBEÿCBDÿKSDÿLHÿCBJDLKHÿ[ÿcSMMNLBEÿCAGNN[ÿGDÿDABÿKMDLKHÿKQÿkSOBE[ÿMEKFMDNOÿEBMNGJBÿKEÿEBMGLEÿDABÿ
GQQBJDBIÿeKKICÿKEÿfKE]ÿTEKISJDÿKEÿEBMBEQKEFÿDABÿfKE][ÿGNNÿDKÿDABÿEBGCKHG`NBÿCGDLCQGJDLKHÿKQÿkSOBE.ÿaQÿcSMMNLBEÿQGLNCÿDKÿIKÿCKÿ\LDAÿILNLRBHJBÿkSOBEÿFGOÿIKÿCKÿKEÿFGOÿBHRGRBÿGÿDALEIÿMGEDOÿDKÿIKÿCK.ÿcSMMNLBEÿCAGNNÿ`BÿNLG`NBÿGHIÿMGOÿQKEÿ
GNNÿQKEÿGNNÿJKCDCÿGHIÿBiMBHCBCÿGCCKJLGDBIÿ\LDAÿDABÿEBMNGJBFBHDÿVCS`gBJDÿDKÿDABÿHBiDÿCBHDBHJBZ[ÿEBMGLEÿKEÿEBMBEQKEFGHJB[ÿGHIÿCSJAÿJKCDCÿGHIÿBiMBHCBCÿFGOÿ̀BÿCBDÿKQQÿQEKFÿMSEJAGCBÿGFKSHDCÿK\LHR.ÿaHÿDABÿJGCBÿKQÿEBMNGJBFBHDÿKQÿeKKICÿ
KEÿfKE]ÿTEKISJDÿDAGDÿAGPBÿ̀BBHÿEBgBJDBIÿ̀OÿkSOBEÿGHIÿQKEÿ\ALJAÿCSMMNLBEÿAGCÿEBQSHIBIÿGHOÿMGOFBHD[ÿkSOBEÿCAGNNÿ̀BÿNLG`NBÿDKÿMGOÿQKEÿEBMNGJBFBHDCÿQKEÿDABÿEBgBJDBIÿeKKICÿKEÿfKE]ÿTEKISJD[ÿ̀SDÿKHNOÿSMÿDKÿDABÿGFKSHDÿKQÿDABÿKELRLHGNÿ
MSEJAGCBÿMELJB.ÿÿ
.ÿ!72>o<5;oY<?ÿkSOBEÿFGOÿ̀OÿHKDLJBÿDBEFLHGDBÿDALCÿTUÿKEÿGHOÿKEIBEÿSHIBEÿLDÿGDÿGHOÿDLFBÿQKEÿJGSCBÿKEÿJKHPBHLBHJB.ÿ@ABÿJGSCBCÿQKEÿDBEFLHGDLKHÿLHJNSIBbÿV-ZÿGÿ̀EBGJAÿ̀OÿcSMMNLBEÿKQÿLDCÿK`NLRGDLKHCÿABEBSHIBE[ÿMEKPLIBIÿcSMMNLBEÿ\GCÿ
MEKPLIBIÿHKDLJBÿKQÿIBQGSNDÿGHIÿILIÿHKDÿEBFBIOÿDABÿIBQGSNDÿ\LDALHÿÿIGOCÿKQÿDABÿHKDLJBÿKEÿGHOÿCSJAÿKDABEÿIGDBÿGCÿFGOÿ̀BÿEBGCKHG`NOÿEBlSLEBIÿGHIÿLHILJGDBIÿLHÿDABÿHKDLJBmÿVnZÿDABÿQLHGHJLGNÿJKHILDLKHÿKQÿcSMMNLBEÿGMMBGECÿSHCGDLCQGJDKEOÿDKÿ
kSOBE[ÿGJDLHRÿEBGCKHG`NOmÿVZÿLFMEKMELBDOÿ̀OÿCKFBKHBÿSHIBEÿDABÿJKHDEKNÿKQÿcSMMNLBEmÿVZÿDABÿJKHDLHSGDLKHÿKQ[ÿKEÿDABÿQGLNSEBÿDKÿEBFBIOÿDABÿBQQBJDCÿKQ[ÿGHÿBPBHDÿKQÿQKEJBÿFGgBSEBÿVIBCJEL̀BIÿLHÿCBJDLKHÿªZÿQKEÿGÿMBELKIÿKQÿFKEBÿDAGHÿ«ÿIGOC.ÿ
aHÿDABÿBPBHDÿKQÿDBEFLHGDLKHÿQKEÿJGSCBÿKEÿJKHPBHLBHJBÿkSOBEÿ\LNNÿMGOÿcSMMNLBEÿQKEÿeKKICÿIBNLPBEBI[ÿKEÿfKE]ÿTEKISJDÿCSMMNLBIÿKEÿfKE]ÿMBEQKEFBIÿDKÿDABÿIGDBÿKQÿDBEFLHGDLKH[ÿGCÿDABÿJGCBÿFGOÿ̀B[ÿGHIÿCSJAÿeKKICÿGHIÿfKE]ÿTEKISJDÿ
CAGNNÿ̀BÿDABÿMEKMBEDOÿKQÿkSOBE.ÿaHÿGIILDLKHbÿVGZÿLHÿDABÿBPBHDÿKQÿDBEFLHGDLKHÿQKEÿJGSCB[ÿkSOBEÿ\LNNÿ̀BÿBHDLDNBIÿDKÿBiJBCCÿJKCDCÿLHJSEEBIÿ̀OÿkSOBEÿGELCLHRÿQEKFÿDABÿDBEFLHGDLKHÿGHIÿGNNÿKDABEÿEBFBILBCÿGPGLNG`NBÿGDÿNG\mÿV̀ZÿLHÿDABÿBPBHDÿKQÿ
DBEFLHGDLKHÿQKEÿJKHPBHLBHJB[ÿkSOBEÿCAGNNÿMGOÿcSMMNLBEÿQKEÿGHOÿILEBJDÿGHIÿEBGCKHG`NBÿHBDÿKSD¬KQ¬MKJ]BDÿBiMBHCBCÿLHJSEEBIÿGELCLHRÿQEKFÿDABÿDBEFLHGDLKH.ÿiJBMDÿLHÿDABÿJGCBÿKQÿGÿIBQGSNDÿLHÿMGOFBHDÿDBEFCÿDAGDÿLCÿHKDÿILCMSDBI[ÿcSMMNLBEÿ
FGOÿHKDÿDBEFLHGDBÿDALCÿTUÿKEÿGHOÿKEIBEÿSHIBEÿDABÿTU[ÿ̀SDÿFGOÿJNGLFÿGCÿLDCÿBiJNSCLPBÿEBFBIOÿILEBJDÿIGFGRBCÿQKEÿJKHDEGJDÿ̀EBGJA.ÿaHÿDABÿJGCBÿKQÿIBQGSNDÿLHÿMGOFBHDÿDBEFCÿDAGDÿLCÿHKDÿILCMSDBI[ÿcSMMNLBEÿFGOÿKHÿHKDLJBÿDBEFLHGDBÿDALCÿTUÿ
KEÿGHOÿKEIBE[ÿMEKPLIBIÿkSOBEÿ\GCÿMEKPLIBIÿHKDLJBÿKQÿIBQGSNDÿGHIÿILIÿHKDÿEBFBIOÿDABÿMGOFBHDÿIBQGSNDÿ\LDALHÿÿ̀SCLHBCCÿIGOCÿKQÿDABÿHKDLJB.ÿaHÿDABÿBPBHDÿKQÿDBEFLHGDLKHÿKEÿJKFMNBDLKHÿKQÿDABÿTU[ÿDABÿDBEFCÿEBNGDLHRÿDKÿJKHQLIBHDLGNLDO[ÿ
LHIBFHLDOÿGHIÿ\GEEGHDOÿCAGNNÿCSEPLPBÿQKEÿ-®ÿFKHDACÿDABEBGQDBE[ÿBiJBMDÿDAGDÿDABÿMBEQKEFGHJBÿKQÿBPBEOÿ\GEEGHDOÿEBFBIOÿCAGNNÿDELRRBEÿGHÿGIILDLKHGNÿ\GEEGHDOÿSHIBEÿCBJDLKHÿnÿGMMNLJG`NBÿDKÿDABÿEBFBIOÿDAGDÿ\LNNÿCSEPLPBÿQKEÿ-®ÿFKHDACÿGRGLHÿ
GQDBEÿJKFMNBDLKHÿKQÿDABÿEBFBIO.ÿ
¯.ÿ02o379ÿ05>7<;9ÿ*452=76?ÿTELJBVCZÿCDGDBIÿKHÿDABÿTUÿQKEFÿCAGNNÿ̀BÿIBCJEL̀BIÿHBDÿKQÿDGiBC[ÿQEBLRAD[ÿISDLBC[ÿJGEEOLHRÿGHIÿKDABEÿJAGERBC.ÿ@Kÿ̀BÿEBJKPBEG`NBÿCSJAÿKDABEÿJAGERBCÿFSCDÿ̀BÿGJDSGNNOÿLHJSEEBIÿ̀OÿcSMMNLBEÿGHIÿGREBBIÿDKÿ̀Oÿ
kSOBE.ÿaQÿHKÿMELJBÿLCÿCDGDBIÿ̀BJGSCBÿLDÿJGHHKDÿ̀BÿIBDBEFLHBIÿ\LDAÿJBEDGLHDO[ÿDABÿEBGCKHG`NBÿBCDLFGDBÿKQÿDABÿMGEDLBCÿGDÿDABÿDLFBÿKQÿDALCÿTUÿKQÿDABÿMELJBÿQKEÿDABÿCJKMBÿKQÿDABÿIBNLPBEOÿKQÿDABÿeKKIC[ÿDABÿCSMMNOÿKQÿDABÿfKE]ÿTEKISJDÿKEÿDABÿ
MBEQKEFGHJBÿKQÿDABÿfKE][ÿGCÿDABÿJGCBÿFGOÿ̀B[ÿGDÿDABÿIGDBÿKQÿDALCÿTUÿVGCÿCBDÿKSDÿLHÿGÿlSKDBÿKEÿKDABE\LCBZÿCAGNNÿ̀BÿJKHCLIBEBIÿDABÿMELJBÿQKEÿMSEMKCBCÿKQÿDABÿTU.ÿaQÿDABEBÿLCÿGÿJAGHRBÿDKÿDABÿMELJBÿKEÿDKÿDABÿGFKSHDCÿKEÿDOMBCÿKQÿJAGERBC[ÿDABÿ
JAGHRBÿFSCDÿ̀BÿGREBBIÿDKÿ̀OÿkSOBE[ÿGHIÿkSOBEÿCAGNNÿHKDÿKDABE\LCBÿ̀BÿNLG`NBÿQKEÿMELJBCÿ̀LNNBIÿGHIÿMGOFBHDÿLHÿBiJBCCÿKQÿDABÿCDGDBIÿKEÿBCDLFGDBIÿGFKSHDC.ÿkSOBEÿFGOÿAKNIÿMGOFBHDÿSHDLNÿCGDLCQLBIÿDAGDÿcSMMNLBEdCÿNG`KSEÿGHIÿFGDBELGNCÿ̀LNNCÿ
GCCKJLGDBIÿ\LDAÿDABÿfKE]ÿAGPBÿ̀BBHÿMGLI[ÿGHIÿFGOÿCBDÿKQQÿGFKSHDCÿK\LHRÿGCÿBNCB\ABEBÿIBCJEL̀BIÿLHÿDABÿTUÿ
ª.ÿY237ÿ$5°7127?ÿ©BLDABEÿMGEDOÿCAGNNÿ̀BÿEBCMKHCL̀NBÿQKEÿGHOÿIBNGOÿKEÿQGLNSEBÿDKÿMBEQKEFÿLDCÿK`NLRGDLKHCÿABEBSHIBEÿ\ABHÿISBÿDKÿQKEJBÿFGgSBEBÿBPBHDCÿKQbÿQLEBmÿQNKKImÿBiMNKCLKHmÿGJDÿKQÿDBEEKEmÿKEÿGHOÿKDABEÿBPBHDÿ̀BOKHIÿLDCÿJKHDEKNÿDAGDÿ
EBHIBECÿMBEQKEFGHJBÿLFMKCCL̀NBÿKEÿEGILJGNNOÿILQQBEBHDÿDAGHÿ\AGDÿLCÿBiMBJDBIÿABEBSHIBE.ÿ@ABÿQKEJBÿFGgBSEBÿBPBHDÿFSCDÿGQQBJDÿDABÿMGEDOÿDKÿDALCÿTUÿILEBJDNO[ÿGCÿKMMKCBIÿDKÿKHBÿKQÿLDCÿCSMMNLBEC[ÿSHNBCCÿDABÿIBNGOÿKEÿQGLNSEBÿKQÿDABÿCSMMNLBEÿ
JKSNIÿHKDÿAGPBÿ̀BBHÿGHDLJLMGDBIÿ̀OÿDABÿMGEDOÿKE[ÿLQÿGHDLJLMGDBI[ÿJKSNIÿHKDÿAGPBÿ̀BBHÿGNNBPLGDBIÿLHCKQGEÿGCÿLDÿGQQBJDCÿDABÿKDABEÿMGEDOÿSCLHRÿ̀BCDÿBQQKEDC.ÿaQÿGÿQKEJBÿFGgBSEBÿBPBHDÿKJJSEC[ÿDABÿMGEDOÿGQQBJDBIÿCAGNNÿRLPBÿMEKFMDÿHKDLJBÿDKÿDABÿ
KDABEÿGHIÿSCBÿGNNÿJKFFBEJLGNNOÿEBGCKHG`NBÿCDBMCÿDKÿBNLFLHGDBÿGHIÿFLDLRGDBÿDABÿBQQBJDCÿKHÿDABÿKDABEÿMGEDOÿKQÿDABÿQKEJBÿFGgBSEBÿBPBHD.ÿ
®.ÿ%o;7ÿ02767<37?ÿaQÿDABÿIBNLPBEOÿKQÿeKKIC[ÿDABÿCSMMNOÿKQÿfKE]ÿTEKISJDÿKEÿDABÿMBEQKEFGHJBÿKQÿfKE]ÿBHDGLNCÿDABÿMEBCBHJBÿKQÿMBECKHHBN[ÿPBALJNBCÿKEÿMEKMBEDOÿKQÿcSMMNLBEÿKEÿLDCÿJKHDEGJDKECÿKHÿkSOBEdCÿCLDBÿV¦cSMMNLBEdCÿcLDBÿTEBCBHJB¦Z[ÿ
cSMMNLBEÿGREBBCÿDAGDÿLDCÿMBECKHHBNÿGHIÿJKHDEGJDKECÿ\LNNÿJKFMNOÿ\LDAÿGMMNLJG`NBÿABGNDA[ÿCGQBDOÿGHIÿBHPLEKHFBHDGNÿNG\C[ÿEBRSNGDLKHC[ÿMEGJDLCBCÿGHIÿJKIBCÿGHIÿDABÿGMMNLJG`NBÿMKNLJLBCÿGHIÿMEKJBISEBCÿKQÿkSOBE[ÿGHIÿ\LNNÿGNCKÿSCBÿISBÿJGEBÿLHÿ
KEIBEÿDKÿBHCSEBÿDAGDÿHKÿIGFGRBCÿGELCBÿQEKFÿcSMMNLBEdCÿcLDBÿTEBCBHJB[ÿLHJNSILHRÿIGFGRBCÿDKÿDABÿcLDBÿCSJAÿGCÿEBNBGCBCÿQEKFÿPBALJNBC.ÿkSOBEÿFGOÿEBlSBCDÿDAGDÿGHOÿMBECKHÿKEÿMEKMBEDOÿHKDÿFBBDLHRÿDALCÿEBlSLEBFBHDÿ̀BÿEBFKPBIÿQEKFÿDABÿ
cLDB[ÿGHIÿcSMMNLBEÿCAGNNÿMEKFMDNOÿJGSCBÿCSJAÿEBFKPGNÿ\LDAKSDÿNLG`LNLDOÿKEÿEBJKSECBÿDKÿkSOBEÿ.ÿ©KD\LDACDGHILHRÿDABÿCBJDLKHÿ¦aHIBFHLDO¦[ÿcSMMNLBEÿCAGNNÿ̀BÿEBCMKHCL̀NBÿQKE[ÿGHIÿLHIBFHLQLBCÿkSOBEÿQKEÿGHOÿGHIÿGNNÿIGFGRBCÿKEÿJNGLFC[ÿLHgSEOÿ
DKÿMBECKHCÿGHIÿIGFGRBÿDKÿMEKMBEDOÿVLHJNSILHRÿcSMMNLBEdCÿGHIÿLDCÿJKHDEGJDKECdÿGHIÿDABLEÿPLCLDKECdÿMBECKHHBNÿGHIÿMEKMBEDOZÿGHIÿKDABEÿIGFGRBCÿGELCLHRÿ̀OÿPLEDSBÿKQÿcSMMNLBEdCÿcLDBÿTEBCBHJB[ÿt~sqt~ÿvu}x{~}suÿ}{v~uwxÿzuuxÿ}~ÿ{xx[ÿ
BiJBMDÿDKÿDABÿBiDBHDÿISBÿDKÿDABÿHBRNLRBHJBÿKQÿkSOBE.ÿcSMMNLBEÿ\GEEGHDCÿDAGDÿLDÿLCÿQSNNOÿLHCSEBIÿGHIÿDAGDÿDABÿLHCSEGHJBÿLHJNSIuxÿ{vuvwxÿ{|ru~x}t{~ÿt~xqv}~uÿz{vÿpqrrstuv±xÿruvx{~~usÿ}~ÿtxÿ}u²q}uÿ{ÿrv{³tuÿ{³uv}uÿz{vÿ}~ÿ
LHgSELBCÿCSCDGLHBIÿ̀OÿGHOÿMBECKHÿKHÿDABÿcLDBÿKEÿQKEÿGHOÿMEKMBEDOÿIGFGRBIÿISELHRÿDABÿMBEQKEFGHJBÿKQÿDALCÿTUÿDABÿcLDB.ÿcSMMNLBEÿCAGNNÿBHCSEBÿDAGDÿGHOÿKQÿLDCÿJKHDEGJDKECÿSCBIÿABEBSHIBEÿAGPBÿCLFLNGEÿLHCSEGHJB.ÿaQÿkSOBEÿEBlSBCDC[ÿcSMMNLBEÿ
CAGNNÿMEKPLIBÿCSJAÿJBEDLQLJGDBCÿKQÿLHCSEGHJB.ÿ
´.ÿ,<87><o;?ÿGJAÿMGEDOÿLHIBFHLQLBCÿDABÿKDABEÿQKEÿGNNÿIGFGRBCÿGHIÿJNGLFC[ÿLHJNSILHRÿDAKCBÿKQÿDALEIÿMGEDLBC[ÿGELCLHRÿQEKFÿLDCÿMBEQKEFGHJBÿKEÿHKH¬MBEQKEFGHJBÿKQÿDABÿDBEFCÿKQÿDALCÿTU[ÿ\ABDABEÿGELCLHRÿLHÿJKHDEGJD[ÿDKED[ÿKEÿKDABEÿQKEFÿ
KEÿNBRGNÿDABKEO[ÿCS`gBJDÿDKÿDABÿCBJDLKHÿ¦cLDBÿTEBCBHJB¦.ÿaHÿGIILDLKH[ÿcSMMNLBEÿLHIBFHLQLBCÿkSOBEÿQKEÿGHOÿJNGLFÿKQÿLHQELHRBFBHDÿKQÿLHDBNNBJDSGNÿMEKMBEDOÿELRADCÿGELCLHRÿQEKFÿDABÿeKKIC[ÿfKE]ÿKEÿfKE]ÿTEKISJD.ÿ
-«.ÿ+;472?ÿµNNÿIKJSFBHDCÿGHIÿLHQKEFGDLKHÿMEKPLIBIÿQEKFÿKHBÿMGEDOÿDKÿDABÿKDABEÿEBNGDLHRÿDKÿMBEQKEFGHJBÿKQÿDABÿTUÿGEBÿJKHQLIBHDLGNÿGHIÿFGOÿHKDÿ̀BÿILCJNKCBIÿBiJBMDÿ\LDAÿDABÿJKHCBHDÿKQÿDABÿKDABEÿMGEDO.ÿ@ABÿMEKPLHJLGNÿKEÿCDGDBÿNG\ÿKQÿ
DABÿcLDBÿVDABÿW¶12o68o3;oY<WZÿGHIÿQBIBEGNÿNG\CÿGMMNLJG`NBÿDABEBLHÿCAGNNÿRKPBEHÿDALCÿTU.ÿaHÿDABÿBPBHDÿKQÿJKHQNLJDÿKEÿILCMSDB[ÿBLDABEÿMGEDOÿFGOÿCS`FLDÿDABÿLCCSBÿDKÿ̀LHILHRÿGE`LDEGDLKHÿSHIBEÿDABÿGE`LDEGDLKHÿNG\CÿKQÿDABÿ·SELCILJDLKH.ÿ@ABÿTUÿ
LCÿHKDÿGCCLRHG`NBÿ̀OÿGÿMGEDOÿ\LDAKSDÿDABÿJKHCBHDÿKQÿDABÿKDABEÿMGEDO[ÿHKDÿDKÿ̀BÿSHEBGCKHG`NOÿ\LDAABNI.ÿaQÿGÿMGEDOÿCS`JKHDEGJDCÿGNNÿKEÿGÿMKEDLKHÿKQÿLDCÿK`NLRGDLKHCÿSHIBEÿDABÿTU[ÿLDÿEBFGLHCÿNLG`NBÿDKÿkSOBEÿQKEÿCSJAÿK`NLRGDLKHC.ÿÿ
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